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Series Editors’ Introduction
??????????????&??????????????????
Marina Mogilner has produced a magisterial history of physical 
anthropology in Russia, a subject virtually unknown in the Eng-
lish-speaking world and equally marginal within the histories of 
Russian anthropology and Russian empire. Her previous book on 
this subject was published in Russian in 2008, with the historicist 
framework presented quite differently for an audience of practitio-
ners more oriented toward positivist science than to the social con-
struction of science. This revised English translation opens with an 
???????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
history of anthropology that compare national traditions, institu-
tional frameworks, and social networks of scholars.
 “Race science” was a pervasive strand of British, French, German, 
and American anthropologies during the period covered by Mogil-
ner’s narrative. Physical anthropology in Russia drew on ideas of 
modernity and cosmopolitanism circulating in Europe at the time 
but combined them in unique ways. Deftly employing the compar-
ative method that lies at the core of anthropology as a science, Mo-
gilner draws parallels that readers will be able to extend on the ba-
sis of their own practice within contrasting traditions.
 Russian physical anthropology was deeply grounded in medicine 
and the natural sciences, with ethnological and linguistic studies 
relegated to the humanities. Thus the ties of physical anthropol-
ogy to culture, prehistoric archaeology, and language that came 
to characterize the North American discipline never developed in 
Russia. The particular character of the Russian discipline emerged 
quite differently in four university contexts (Moscow, Kazan, Kyiv, 
and St. Petersburg) in response to local constraints and opportuni-
Buy the Book
xiv
ties. Russian physical anthropology was neither static nor mono-
lithic, but its changing priorities and internal factionalisms (what 
Mogliner calls “Russian irregularities”) are rendered intelligible by 
her meticulous attention to the details of local developments. Al-
though Mogilner is a historian by training, her archival method is 
fundamentally ethnographic as well as broadly interpretive.
? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
empire as well as in the discipline of anthropology narrowly con-
strued. The “small peoples of the north” colored local responses 
to questions of biological diversity in Russian regional and ethnic 
contexts, presenting a clear comparison to the plight of the Indige-
nous peoples of North America within U.S. and Canadian internal 
colonialism, a subject rarely raised in relation to European empires 
(with the exception of the internal presence of Lapps in Scandina-
vian nation-states). The parallels are especially cogent because the 
Russian empire, like the American one prior to World War II, had 
no overseas empire. The applications of ethnography to changing 
social and political agendas in each of these nation-states attest to 
the inextricability of anthropology from the society in which it is 
embedded.
 Mogilner tells a tale of ongoing contemporary relevance. Post-
Soviet Russia has not left behind the evolutionary racist baggage 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
threaten both social cohesion and the integrity of anthropological 
research. The defamiliarization provided by the Russian case may 
serve to throw into relief North American myopia about our own 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
tudes of racism and their ostensible basis in “science.”
????????????????????????????
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1Introduction
???????????????????????? ????????
I have no doubts that in the future the importance of anthropology will 
be acknowledged ever more, and that with time it will occupy a more 
visible and adequate place among the subjects of study and teaching. 
The basics of this science should be mandatory for educating not only 
biologists, physicians, historians, and philosophers, but to some de-
gree every educated person who recognizes the necessity and interest 
????? ?????????????? ?????????????????????????????
—?????????????????“A Cursory Glance at the History of  
Anthropology and Its Tasks in Russia,” 1900
?? ???????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????-
ry of Russian physical anthropology, with a symptomatic episode 
of the reception of the earlier Russian version of ???????????? (pub-
lished in 2008). The book came as a shock to several leading Rus-
sian physical anthropologists. They found unacceptable the idea 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
intellectual construct embedded in the historical experiences of 
imperialism, colonialism, nation-building, modernization, and so 
forth; they dismissed the right of an outsider-historian, who had 
no formal training in biological anthropology, to write about “real 
science”; and they seemed to reject the very possibility that their 
???????????????????????????????????????????????1 There is, of course, 
nothing new in the belief that only scientists should speak on be-
half of and about science. This position has been deconstructed 
and criticized for decades by sociologists and philosophers of sci-
ence. (I can only imagine how Russian defenders of science as sa-
cred knowledge untouchable by any mundane considerations would 
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have reacted to the following thesis of a renowned sociologist of 
science, Bruno Latour: “in chapter 4 we see how Pasteur makes his 
microbes while the microbes ‘make their Pasteur.’”).2 For better or 
worse, my book is written in a less metaphoric language than that 
of Latour, and I, just as Latour and other modern-day sociologists 
and historians of science, do not intend to blemish or discredit the 
object of my study when applying a deconstructivist social-histor-
ical analysis capable of exposing some hidden power mechanisms 
????????????????????????????????????????????????3 To the contrary, 
in this book I try to reconstruct original paradigms and contexts 
of Russian race science. I follow my protagonists not only to their 
laboratories (very few at their time), university lecture rooms, and 
????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????-
?????????????? ?????????? ????????????????????????? ?????????????-
ticipated in mass politics. I read their dissertations, scholarly ar-
ticles, their popular anthropology published in newspapers, and 
even their letters. I try to understand why it was more important 
for Russian physical anthropology to receive Leo Tolstoy’s approval 
than that of the Russian imperial state. Neither the self-appointed 
custodians of traditions of Russian physical anthropology nor my 
colleagues-historians of late imperial Russia have asked these ques-
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Soviet/Russian physical anthropology, which has completely forgot-
????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????? ?-
dium that promised to make sense of human diversity in the Rus-
sian empire, and a scholarly network whose representatives were 
involved in all spheres of Russian politics and public activism and 
discussed the most pressing cultural and social issues of the day.
 It is neither reductionism nor the shameful mistake of an out-
sider to call Russian physical anthropology of the nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries a “race science”—even if today’s physical 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
ly4 and selectively appropriate and construct “schools” from a rich 
and sometimes bizarre repertoire left by imperial physical anthro-
pology.5 In the course of the nineteenth and early twentieth cen-
turies, “race” was indeed a dominant epistemology, an instrument 
Buy the Book
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that unlocked nearly all social, cultural, and political phenomena 
in the world, and Russian physical anthropologists participated in 
this universal discourse.6 Similar to their European and American 
colleagues, Russian physical anthropologists offered their scientif-
ic understanding of race and of the “natural history of humanity” 
to students of culture, social sciences, and politicians. They pro-
gressively saw their science as an applied one that produced instru-
mental knowledge about humans and their societies. It is indicative 
that anthropologists compared their science not to ethnography, 
philology, or folklore studies, but to new applied disciplines such 
as statistics, meteorology, soil studies, and demography, which re-
quired specialized training. Physical anthropology was thus a hy-
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
modern natural and social sciences to uncover objective laws gov-
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????7 
Not surprisingly, many European physical anthropologists are re-
garded today as forefathers of modern sociology,8 while the histo-
ry of anthropology (race science) is inseparable from the history 
of modern colonialism, nationalism, and the creation of the mod-
ern state—everywhere, except for Russia.9
 Indeed, the persistent exclusion of Russia from the world of race 
science remains the most striking and long-lasting feature of the 
vanishing ????????? perception of its history. It is assumed that the 
“nonclassical” nature of the Russian empire and its equally “non-
classical” modernity10 made Russian intellectuals immune to “the 
racial obsessions of Western Europe throughout of the late nine-
teenth and early twentieth century.”11 Regardless of the emerging 
concern with racial thinking, especially among students of the 
Soviet period,12 historians of imperial Russia still know very little 
about the role of race science in the empire, which, until its last 
????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????13 
Postcolonial methodologies, so well tuned to interpret nuances of 
direct and especially indirect domination based (among other fac-
tors) on the perception of racial difference, cannot be self-evident-
ly applied to Russia.14 Such an application is complicated by the 
blurred boundaries between this empire’s metropole and its colo-
Buy the Book
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nies, as well as between Russians and the ????????? (non-Russians) 
who for centuries lived in close proximity, often intermarrying 
and assimilating each other.15 The Russian autocracy was persis-
tent in its refusal to share its “real” and discursive authority with 
modern elite social groups, thus preventing broad naturalization 
in the biological language of class and gender distinctions. While 
new practices of societal differentiation had been hampered by the 
imperial regime, a fundamental cultural distance between the up-
per social estates (and cultural elites) and the peasantry that rep-
resented the bulk of the country’s population persisted up to the 
beginning of the twentieth century. This sociocultural gap stood 
in the way of the homogenization of the population into the “so-
cial mass” of the “national body,” which was needed to enable ra-
cial imagination.
 The catalogue of Russian irregularities can be continued. Yet, 
paradoxically, precisely these “nonclassical” attributes of Russian 
“empireness” made her uniquely suitable for the latest stage of re-
visionism in imperial studies initiated by British historians who 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
and practices in the metropole.16 A theme peculiar to Russian stud-
ies—self-colonization (or inner colonization)—is suddenly becom-
ing a mainstream revisionism in the new imperial history of the 
British Empire.17 Similarly, the rejection of the framework of some 
????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????? ???????
turn-of-the-century social history, which demonstrated the power 
of self-organizing networks of professionals and ????????????????? 
(active citizens), made Russian loci of modernity much more visi-
ble.18????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
or “failed modernity” and is emerging as a quite modern case of 
sociocultural heterogeneity and hybridity.
 I do not argue that old historical paradigms were necessarily 
?????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
of interest as “new imperial history”).19 My purpose here is more 
modest: I want to stress that the opposition between “classical” 
empires/modernities that “objectively” needed a category such as 
“race” to naturalize and justify political, gender, and social inequal-
Buy the Book
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5
ity, on the one hand, and “nonclassical” empires/modernities that 
managed without it, on the other, is not universal.20 Having been 
blinded by the assumption of “nonclassical” Russian imperialism 
and modernity, sociologists of science and historians of the Rus-
sian empire managed to overlook race and physical anthropology 
in the Russian imperial past, even at the peak of interest in the 
history of race science in the European context! This fact alone is 
indicative of the power of our discursive projections.
 The importance of empire as a historical context and intellectu-
al framework for the newly emerged Russian physical anthropol-
ogy cannot be overemphasized. As I intend to show in this book, 
for early Russian race scientists and the public that joined the an-
thropological network, their empire provided almost everything, 
from the rich variety of objects of study—“Europe” and its “Oth-
ers” within common borders—to the stimuli to interpret anthro-
pology as a universalizing frame for irregular imperial diversity. 
True, this empire was reluctant to offer its anthropologists unam-
biguous political support and to make physical anthropology an 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
“autocratic” empire have behaved differently, like a state built on 
systematic and rational knowledge about its natural and human 
resources? For the Russian imperial authorities, operating with-
in the particularistic system of governance—in which laws, social 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
tion” measures varied for different population groups—the imme-
?????????????????????????????????????????? ??? ?????????????????
the universalizing pretensions of physical anthropology.21 At the 
same time, as it was, the Russian Empire endowed its anthropolo-
gists with a sense of the great mission that consisted in re-creating 
the “archaic” empire as a modern “empire of knowledge.” There-
fore, in my version of the history of Russian physical anthropolo-
gy, empire is both a context-setting category and a reality that was 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
 Physical anthropology promised to modernize the Russian Empire 
not only from the inside but for the outside world as well. Speaking 
in the language of race, participating in the international race dis-
Buy the Book
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?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????
Russia a European country and European empire. When physical 
anthropologists talked about a racial redescription of the Russian 
empire, they envisioned a network of specialists working in almost 
all corners of this empire according to a standard program and us-
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
modern knowledge had to produce universal data that would be not 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
cartography—and putting Russia on European racial maps was a 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
looked in the mirror of Western European experiences and knowl-
edge, but they were also convinced that answers to many scientif-
ic problems of human natural history, racial makeup of the Euro-
???????????????????????? ?????????????????????????? ??????????????
Russia. Not some European anthropologists but they, Russian sci-
entists, held the keys to these problems. Through their anthropol-
ogy, Russia was becoming not simply European—it was becoming 
quintessentially European. After all, the cradle of the Caucasian 
race was just a territory in Russian imperial possession.
? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
could participate with equal success in explicitly colonial anthro-
pological discourses and in anthropology directed at Europe it-
self. They were critical of social Darwinism and less receptive to 
criminal anthropology. Yet, overall, the European science of race 
as seen from Russia was not racist, and colonial anthropology was 
not viewed as dominating the scene (probably in part because Rus-
sia itself bordered on the verge of European Otherness). Anthro-
pology was rather understood as a universal, supranational lan-
????????? ???????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????
of human progress and the success of civilization—something that 
the old humanist and particularistic paradigm of European cul-
ture, centered on self-referential textual traditions, was not able to 
do.22????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
es of changing historical landscapes and perceptions of time and 
space, and to the demands of emerging proto-mass societies with 
their growing number of nonelite consumers of culture. By turn-
Buy the Book
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7
ing its attention to those who had been excluded from the high-
brow “humanist” world of culture, physical anthropology was ca-
pable of providing a kind of knowledge about humans and societies 
that was not mediated by “texts.” The discredited old moralistic 
notions of “pure” aristocratic blood and upbringing were compen-
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
In the words of Paul Weindling, “individuality was removed from 
???? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
vidual subsumed in a ‘race’ (a category equivalent to a biological 
sub-species).”23?????????????????????????????????????????????????-
ble individuals together formed a common social body character-
ized by certain racial traits.
 Contrary to our present-day assumptions formed by a retrospec-
tive perception of the history of race science, which (as we tend 
to think) had logically led to Nazi atrocities, physical anthropolo-
gists in the nineteenth century tended to distance themselves from 
linguists, who constructed language families on cultural founda-
tions, as well as from ethnographers, who stressed cultural pecu-
liarities and differences (especially between the “primitive” and 
“civilized” European peoples).24 Many European physical anthro-
pologists reacted negatively to overt attempts at constructing ra-
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
and later on, to crude social-Darwinist schemes.25
 Russian physical anthropologists were most sensitive to this lib-
eral ethos of the universalist anthropological paradigm (as they 
preferred to interpret it) and its new, much more democratic and 
egalitarian practices of professional socialization. Methodologically, 
their perceived anthropological “liberalism” included the monoge-
nist view of human evolution and the universalist natural-science 
language of its description—as opposed to the polygenist views 
and the classifying and differentiating language of culture. Politi-
cally, this “liberalism” treated rational knowledge as the only pre-
condition for any political action; it held a very cautious attitude 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
it propagated a moderate and generally optimistic political “evo-
lutionism” and antiracist worldview.26 In Russia, “race” not only 
Buy the Book
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became a category of the opposition liberal discourse, while being 
virtually ignored by the state and state-sponsored science. Rus-
?????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????
and political concept when compared with other interpretations 
of “race” advanced by Russian scientists and politicians. It domi-
nated over the colonial and nationalizing schools in anthropolo-
gy that were equally alienated from the state. Different currents 
within Russian liberal anthropology shared a common agenda of 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
and universal language for its representation as a modern Europe-
an state with potential for the future other than revolution or dis-
integration along national lines.
 If “race” entered the Russian political language relatively late, on 
???????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
1905–1907, in the Russian academic discourse it was actively pres-
ent from the mid-nineteenth century. It coexisted and in a way 
competed for academic prominence with such categories as plemia 
(tribe), ?????????? as a more cultural, ethnographic, denomination 
of people, and a more politicized narod (people). In the Russian dic-
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
both were conceptualized through a limited number of external 
biological indicators such as the color of skin, hair, and eyes, body 
height, and so forth.27 Thus understood, race became an integral 
part of popular as well as academic ethnographic discourses.
 Parallel to this formal usage of race as a taxonomic category that 
helped to account for differences yet did not obstruct the build-
ing of cultural rather than biological boundaries or hierarchies be-
tween human collectives, another usage of race was taking shape. 
By the end of the nineteenth century, the articles on race in Rus-
sian encyclopedias were progressively composed by leading repre-
???????????????????????????????????? ??? ????????????????? ??????
general descriptive taxonomy embodied in the race–tribe pair or 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
ethnographic analysis. Instead they advanced a much more special-
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Buy the Book
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and universal methods and was incompatible with a subjectiviz-
??????????????????????? ??????????? ???????????????????????????????
Dmitrii Anuchin (1843–1923), explained on the pages of the ????-
????????? ????????? of F. A. Brokgauz and I. E. Efron, only with the 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
proach to anthropological indicators (i.e., not on visual observa-
tions of a few descriptive physical traits) did it become possible to 
make sense of human diversity. Anuchin spelled out for the broad 
Russian public a few basics of modern race science: that “racial 
traits do not coincide with tribal and national”; that races should 
be differentiated from historically and culturally formed commu-
nities; and that only a monogenic theory of the origin of races is 
????????????????????28??????? ??????????????????????????????????????
construction of Russian “liberal race” and its anthropology.
 Russian race scientists were positivists who produced “positive 
knowledge” (alas, to a great degree reconsidered by no less “pos-
itivist” later generations of physical anthropologists). However, 
they operated in a heterogeneous institutional, ideological, and sci-
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
study, and their language of analysis. Liberal Russian anthropolo-
gists preferred working with ????????????????? and rejected such es-
sentializing terms as ???????????? or ????????????????????? as scien-
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
of practical politics. Their opponents, more nationally thinking 
scientists, used precisely these categories without reservations. 
Both positions were substantiated by the same pool of “objective” 
?????? ??????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????
aggregations.
? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
versity in the Russian empire was characterized (with disapproval) 
as “thick description” by my Russian critics.29 I gladly accept this 
designation. My “thick description” of Russian physical anthropol-
ogy of the nineteenth to early twentieth centuries starts in part 1 
of the book with an inquiry into the “paradoxes of institutional-
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ization” of this science in Russia. Physical anthropology strove to-
ward normalization as a natural science and partially succeeded 
in this. At least, all necessary structural provisions were created 
for teaching university courses in anthropology if a university had 
a professor capable of offering such courses. In formal terms, Rus-
sian physical anthropology’s institutionalization closely resembled 
the German turn-of-the-century pattern of diffusing this science 
between university chairs, museums, and academic societies. The 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??-
???? ?????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????
??????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????-
pant. Still, the Russian story was rather special, as the chair was 
endowed by a private enthusiast of anthropology, while the Mos-
cow Imperial university got this money from the academic soci-
ety that received the donation. Such power relations were charac-
teristic of Russian anthropological institutionalization in general: 
the impetus almost always came from the educated self-organizing 
public, which was not necessarily directly connected with univer-
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
cal societies played a crucial role in terms of spreading anthropo-
logical knowledge and getting anthropology institutionalized in 
the imperial educational system. The “strategic relativism” of the 
imperial situation conditioned different attitudes toward anthro-
pology in different regions: from cautious support by the adminis-
tration to the ban on any attempts to institutionalize anthropolo-
?????????????30 Only the efforts of members of this self-organizing 
network of professional and amateur anthropologists compensat-
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
and allowed the establishment of an empirewide anthropological 
network. To account for this incongruity and variety of individual 
???????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????
the Moscow-based Imperial Society of Lovers of Natural Sci-
ences, Anthropology and Ethnography and the Moscow Uni-
versity Chair of Anthropology—the strongholds of Russian lib-
eral anthropology;
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the Kazan University medical anthropology of the “living pop-
ulation,” which provided an alternative to the ethnography of 
the Russian civilization mission in the Volga-Kama region of 
the empire;
Kiev University professors’ failed attempt to register their An-
thropological Society and get state approval for their anthro-
pology of the Russian Aryan race. Being well aware of the mo-
bilizing implications of Ukrainian and Polish ethnography in 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
in what is today’s Ukraine regarded the task of preventing eth-
nography’s rejuvenation within the science of anthropology as 
more urgent than that of racializing Russianness;
the colonial anthropology of St. Petersburg University, the Muse-
?????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????
 In the rest of the book this discussion continues at the level of 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
with the extremely interesting and original school of liberal an-
thropology of imperial diversity, which embodied the mainstream 
of Russian race science. This school clearly differentiated between 
race and nation and, in general, between “race” and “culture.” Its 
adherents studied both Russians and non-Russians, establishing 
not hierarchies but “degrees of kinship” and types of interaction. 
The existing imperial borders functioned as natural limits of their 
project, which resulted in locating a “mixed racial type” as a dom-
inant type in the Russian empire. Moscow liberal anthropology 
was a science of modern imperialism that, curiously enough, re-
jected colonialism and experimented with integrationist scientif-
ic and (by extension) political and social models.
 Then in part 3 I shift to the anthropology of Russian national-
ism and its most charismatic representative, Kiev psychiatry pro-
fessor I. A. Sikorsky, father of the renowned aircraft engineer. I 
accomplish this transition from the anthropology of “imperial di-
versity” to the anthropology of “imperial monotony” by comparing 
?????????????? ????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????
Russian anthropology, who studied the canonical representative 
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of Russian national genius, the poet Alexander Sergeevich Push-
kin (1799–1837). They both used Pushkin as a unique physical in-
strument measuring, in one instance, the racial capacity of Rus-
sians to accommodate Europeanness and, in the other, the power 
of the Russian race to absorb the physical elements of “lower” rac-
es without any harm to itself. The two interpretations of the “racial 
??????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????-
ment of race science in Russia at the turn of the twentieth centu-
ry and on the ongoing discussions about the directions of Russian 
imperial self-modernization. Russian racial psychiatrists of the St. 
Petersburg psychiatric school, who were much closer to Sikorsky 
in their views than other Russian race scientists, were also prom-
inent in those discussions.
 In part 4 I proceed to the trend in Russian physical anthropol-
?????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????
Represented by nationally thinking non-Russian intellectuals, who 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
claims of non-Russian nationalisms in the empire, this trend still 
very much depended on the methodology and conceptual appara-
tus of liberal anthropology. This fundamental dependence became 
a major obstacle for any practical attempts at putting anthropolo-
gy in the service of nationalist movements. By incorporating their 
case studies into the general framework of imperial liberal anthro-
pology, those physical anthropologists who studied individual na-
tionalities as distinctive “racial groups” presented the Russian em-
pire as a racial “salad bar” consisted of a variety of mutually related 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
markably bordered on anti-Semitism in its implications), only the 
group of Russian Jewish physical anthropologists belonging to the 
philosemitic and inclusive Moscow liberal school was authorized 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
imperial racial mix. Tracing further this dialectics of nationaliz-
ing research agenda and relativizing pan-imperial methodological 
framework, we come to a very special kind of anthropology that, 
due to obvious political limitations, was possible in Europe on a 
more or less regular basis only in remote colonial settings. This 
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was the study of brains and skulls of the living population (as op-
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
rial situation in Russia made this explicitly colonial subdiscipline 
an integral part of the racial study of the “metropole.”
 Part 5 reconstructs a complex story of Russian military anthro-
pology—probably the only branch of anthropology claimed by the 
Russian state or, to be more precise, by its reformist War Ministry. 
Russian military doctors were, in fact, well exposed to racialized 
medical practices and academic discourses. Until the 1910s, when 
???????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????
the Army-as-Empire, they labored on the project of creating a mod-
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
cient as an army of a European nation-state (or of a nationally ho-
mogeneous imperial metropole). In reality, they were assembling 
the ideal whole out of very diverse “biological material” to which 
they assigned stable racial qualities. They literally measured the 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
the population from this all-imperial military “puzzle.” How ex-
actly they did this is the subject of my investigation.
 Part 6 deals with applied physical anthropology, which claimed 
direct and immediate relevance for social and political reforms in 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
ciobiological discourses advanced by different strata within the 
Russian state and educated public. Of particular interest here are 
???????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
governed meticization. The anthropologically inspired imagination 
of some of the most advanced Russian race scientists went so far 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
was an exemplary scene of racial miscegenation that unfolded on 
the basis of the Great Russian “race.” Criminal anthropologists 
and race psychiatrists used similar language when transferring a 
discourse of compulsory psychiatric treatment or social isolation 
onto some inferior imperial “races.” Some Russian criminal an-
thropologists would refuse to consider Caucasian mountaineers-
prisoners of Russian penitentiary institutions as “degenerate,” on 
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the grounds that in terms of their own culture they represented 
all possible virtues. Others struggled with the more general ques-
tion of who would rather be labeled as a degenerate and atavistic 
sociobiological group: a Caucasian ?????, a Great Russian prosti-
tute, or a Jewish brothel keeper? In such adaptations of criminal 
anthropology, social, class, gender, ethnic, and biological other-
ness overlapped, exposing the total complexity of the Russian im-
perial situation, which resisted overt attempts to conceptualize ho-
mogeneous sociobiological entities.
 Military anthropology, as well as the liberal, nationalizing, and 
colonial schools of Russian race science underwent important trans-
formations in the years of World War I. Different race scientists 
allied forces responding to the challenges of political nationalism 
and the crisis of imperial order with its inconsistent and “unsci-
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
schools—very soon lost its apparent relevance for Russia as a mod-
ernizing country. After the revolution of 1917 and the civil war, the 
Russian empire as a “natural” setting for a liberal anthropology of 
??????????????????? ?????? ??????????????????????????????????????-
ogy and epistemology did not survive World War I, and its decline 
was a truly global phenomenon. The Bolsheviks’ radical modern-
ism, anti-imperial rhetoric, and nationalizing policies seemed to 
require another type of “modern knowledge” about population.
 I conclude the book with the evolution of the former imperial 
anthropology through the Soviet period. My version of the story of 
Russian physical anthropology is not teleological. As I try to show, 
Soviet physical anthropology reemerged after the Cultural Revo-
lution of the early 1930s on completely new presumptions, and the 
price for this resurrection was the loss of interpretative power as 
a language of modernity. The terrible experience of World War II 
and the postwar colonial revolutions discredited old race science 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
ical foundations of racial thinking. However, none of these affect-
ed Soviet physical anthropology—it has never become a medium 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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1. Academic Genealogy and Social Contexts  
of the “Atypical Science”
The diffusion of biological thinking into the sphere of human sci-
ences was a process immanent to modernity. In the nineteenth 
century, Darwinian evolutionism offered a powerful epistemolog-
ical frame for combining the historical perspective on the develop-
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
derstanding, and systematization, with the search for universal 
laws beyond the sacral domain. In Russia, the “Darwinian revolu-
tion” paved the way for the triumphant rise of anthropology. For 
decades to come, evolutionism and physical anthropology would 
remain inseparable, resisting the pressure of cultural diffusion-
ism, on the one hand, and temptations of extreme versions of so-
cial Darwinism, on the other.
 The pre-Darwinian epoch of Russian science was geographi-
cally and institutionally connected with St. Petersburg—the Rus-
sian imperial capital and home of the Russian Academy of Scienc-
es established by Peter the Great in 1724. The academy changed 
its name several times before 1836, when it became the Imperial 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
nineteenth century, Petersburg academicians, both Russian and 
foreign-born scholars, dominated the natural sciences as well as 
philology and history. In 1845 they founded the Imperial Russian 
Geographical Society (??????????????????????????????????????-
phy, statistics, and ethnography. The society’s Ethnographic Divi-
sion was from its very inception oriented toward the cultural para-
digm, which modern historians tend to explain by the nonclassical 
“empireness” of Russia. They point to the fact that Russian inoro-
???? “did not live across the oceans in strange and formidable cli-
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mates,” but coexisted with Russians for centuries, and their names 
“appear in historical documents all the way back to the Kievan Pri-
mary Chronicle,” while their elites were absorbed into the Russian 
nobility. Therefore, Russian ethnographers of the Imperial Geo-
graphical Society chose to build their science “around the notion 
of ??????????—the distinct features endowing every nation with its 
unique and unmistakable identity.”1
? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
portance should not be overemphasized. As Vera Tolz has recent-
????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????
historical interpretations of the foundational debates that took 
place in the ???? Ethnographic Division in the way that over-
stressed the aversion of early ethnographers toward biological ex-
planations of human differences. Tolz offered a fresh reading of the 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
tial theory of Russia’s immunity to racial discourse: the paper, de-
livered by the former professor of aesthetics at Moscow Universi-
ty, Nikolai Nadezhdin, at the meeting of the Geographical Society 
in November 1846.2 Nadezhdin, as historiographic wisdom went, 
offered a model of studying “Russian nationality” (narodnost’) as 
????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????
Russian ethnography from obsession with races and hierarchies 
typical of western ethnology and anthropology.3 Tolz decided to 
check the validity of this long-accepted interpretation by revisiting 
the original paper, one of those often quoted but rarely read texts 
in Russian intellectual history. As her close reading revealed, Na-
dezhdin in fact divided ethnography into “physical,” with the fo-
cus on bodily sphere, and “spiritual” (??????????????), with the fo-
cus on spiritual sphere. In his view, ethnography of Russians and 
non-Russians equally had to consider the color of skin, hair, eyes, 
the form of skulls, and other physical indicators. “Furthermore, 
Nadezhdin tended to agree, albeit with caution, with the percep-
tion that there was a link between biology and culture, which per-
mitted putting peoples in (not necessarily permanently existing) 
hierarchies,” writes Tolz.4
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 Nadezhdin’s main opponent at this ???? meeting was one of 
the most famous Petersburg naturalists, a founder of comparative 
craniometry (together with Anders-Adolph Retzius), academician 
Karl Maksimovich Baer (1792–1876). Baer was an ardent anti-Dar-
winist, and in this respect he was quite representative of his aca-
demic milieu. His vision of humanity as divided into breeds/races 
was static, it lacked any chronological vector, and thus poorly cor-
responded to the early nineteenth-century romantic ideal of evolv-
ing national organism. Baer’s anti-Darwinism must have added 
validity to Nadezhdin’s arguments that merged the German Ro-
manic tradition of Schelling and Herder with elements of biologi-
cal determinism.
? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
community toward Darwinism undermined the symbolic and real 
power of Petersburg academicians like Baer, who had built their 
reputations during the pre-Darwinian period. The mobilization of 
scholars around the new paradigm and the expansion of natural 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
sequences, including a partial transfer of academic authority from 
Petersburg to a rival center of Russian scholarship, Moscow.5 This 
????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??-
sian physical anthropology.
? ????????? ?????????????????????????????????????? ????????????-
ory appeared in the ?????????? ??????????????? (??????????????????????
????) published by the Moscow Society of Explorers of Nature.6 
In 1863, a group of Imperial Moscow University professors left the 
ranks of this society. Interested in the most advanced scholarship, 
they set up the Society of Lovers of Natural Sciences, Anthropolo-
gy, and Ethnography (Obshchestvo liubitelei estestvoznaniia, antro-
????????????????????????????).7 This society became the patron for 
the emerging disciplines embracing evolutionist epistemology that 
lacked full-scale academic recognition. As Nathaniel Knight noted 
in this regard, the choice of a slightly archaic term, “lover” (liubi-
????), signifying both admirer and dilettante was not accidental. It 
hinted at the nonelite, democratic spirit of a new model of schol-
arship that was to encompass ethnography and physical anthro-
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pology.8 A different understanding of modern science and its tasks 
by the new Moscow society made possible an expansion of natu-
ral sciences into the sphere of disciplines that studied humans and 
their cultures.
 Unlike in the Petersburg academic circles, natural scientists in 
Moscow were in the vanguard of synthesizing a number of disci-
plines on the common evolutionary platform. They saw in physi-
cal anthropology the logical culmination of the expansion of evo-
lutionism into the sphere of knowledge about the natural world, 
including humans. This idea was explicitly formulated by the thir-
ty-year-old (in 1863) initiator of ??????, Moscow University zool-
ogy professor Anatolii Petrovich Bogdanov (1834–1896).9 Bogdan-
ov said that anthropology “made evolution a social force of large 
magnitude,” while the concept of evolution enabled anthropology 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
ture.”10???????????????????????????????????????????? chair was the 
??????? ????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????-
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
society discussed the importance of human fossils for understand-
ing the path of evolution.11
 Bogdanov pigeonholed ethnography in a humanistic paradigm, 
???????????????????????????????????????????????12????? ???????????-
cally inferior to anthropology—the science that logically evolved in 
the course of the progressive “historical development of our knowl-
edge.”13 This science was not the eccentric “hobby” of a group of 
secessionists—“courageous people,” as Bogdanov called them, who 
were not afraid of paving new ways in scholarship.14 “Neither inci-
dent nor the partisanship of a circle (???????),”15 he insisted, “but 
the very historical development of our knowledge and improve-
ment of methods of studying humans brought about our task to 
study the anthropology of Russia.”16 Indeed, as one historian per-
ceptively remarked recently, “Unlike other learned societies which 
were created to promote science, ?????? was established to pro-
mote Russia.”17
 In addition to the traditional academic ??????????? (?????) and 
?????(?????????) of its Anthropological Division, the Moscow ?????? 
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published a less formal and more popular ????????????? ??????????-
????? ??????? (altogether, three volumes, twenty issues) from 1890 
???????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????-
cial resources for launching a regular mass anthropological peri-
odical. Eventually, they accumulated funds and started the Rus-
????? ?????????????????????? (??????????????????????????????????, ???)—a 
novel periodical that addressed not only the academic communi-
ty but also the broader educated public not necessarily connect-
???????????????????????????? became an effective instrument for 
professional communication and building an empire-wide anthro-
?????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
cades of the twentieth century, which witnessed three revolutions 
and two wars, ??? is striking for its remarkable endurance: with 
a few interruptions it continued from 1900 to 1916 and then from 
1924 until 1929. The pages of ??? chronicle almost all stages of the 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????
supported some branches of anthropology and marginalized oth-
ers. Last but not least, it provided a “foundation myth” for Rus-
sian race science.
 This myth denied Russian anthropology of any pre-Moscow past 
that would connect it to the “headquarters” of Russian ethnogra-
phy—the St. Petersburg ????.18 The anti–St. Petersburg ideologi-
cal stance even made the leading Russian anthropologist, Moscow 
University professor Dmitrii Nikolaevich Anuchin (1843–1923), turn 
down the title of Academician of the Imperial Academy of Scienc-
es because this would require his moving to Petersburg.19 A rec-
ognized luminary in anthropology, geography, zoology, and eth-
nography, Anuchin authoritatively claimed that ethnography had 
never studied “the physical characteristics of [human] tribes.”20 
Only once did he ambiguously praise the ???? Ethnographic Divi-
sion for “occasionally collecting physical anthropology data.”21 Pre-
siding for many years over ???????????????????????? ?????????-
ence over ???, Anuchin, more than anyone else, is responsible for 
spreading the belief that physical anthropology could not emerge 
without embracing Darwinian evolutionism (and hence could not 
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develop from Russian ethnography). Moscow anthropologists in-
sisted that their science was replanted into Russian (Moscow) soil 
directly from Europe, without any prior domestic “ripening” in St. 
Petersburg, suggesting that ?????? was a Russian analogue of the 
French Anthropological Society (founded in 1860).22 The acknowl-
edged fact that, by the time ?????? was founded, only Bogdanov 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
herence of the foundation myth.23
 Due to the explicit desire of Moscow anthropologists to frame 
their race science as European, new, and disconnected from the 
local tradition of elitist scholarship, and thanks to the discursive 
medium of ????? ???????????????????? ?????????????? ?????????-
thropology even after two new anthropological learned societies 
were established in St. Petersburg: the Russian Anthropological 
Society at St. Petersburg University (1884/8) and the Anthropolog-
ical Society at the Military-Medical Academy (1893). Their activ-
ities were always overshadowed by those of Moscow anthropolo-
gists and members of the Moscow academic network.
? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
very “modern” discipline of physical anthropology, reputations were 
built both inside and outside of formal academia. Moscow anthro-
pologists used the democratizing ethos of the new science to mo-
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????-
mained just circles of selected scholars, the Moscow ?????? An-
thropological Division with its journal and its public drive became 
a network organization and a social movement. This network was 
all-imperial in the most democratic sense: it was all-inclusive, it 
prized diversity, and it provided opportunities for para-academic 
????????????????? ??? ??????????????????????????????????????????????
hierarchy. The career of one of them, Alexander Danilovich (Aron 
Girsh Donov) El’kind (1868–1921), serves as a model case of alter-
native anthropological institutionalization. El’kind was a medical 
doctor who in 1912 successfully defended his dissertation at Mos-
cow University, “The Jews: A Comparative Anthropological Study, 
Mostly Based on Observations of Polish Jews.”24 By 1914, El’kind 
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was the number two person (after Professor Dmitrii Anuchin, his 
academic adviser) in the hierarchy of the Russian anthropologi-
cal movement. As one of a few race scientists with anthropologi-
cal dissertations, he was promoted to the position of secretary of 
the Moscow Anthropological Division and the editor of ???.25 At 
the same time, being a Jew, El’kind had no chance of getting a job 
at Russian universities or making a formal academic career: for 
him and hundreds like him, Christian baptism was the only way 
to overcome the existing legal restrictions.
 The degree of inclusiveness demonstrated by Moscow anthropol-
ogy may have been higher than that in Petersburg and comparable 
to provincial regional networks, but it was not a uniquely Russian 
phenomenon. As has been shown by historians of European race 
science, “anthropology displaced the elite, academic ‘mandarin’ 
with a group of enthusiasts organized by professionals but incor-
porating contributions even by untrained amateurs. The discipline 
challenged not only the intellectual project of academic human-
ism but also the social structure of the academic humanities and 
the distinctions between professional and popular science.”26
 Russia did not partake in the classical “mandarinian” univer-
sity culture and had no tradition of unconditional prestige of an 
elite university humanities education.27 To the contrary, the weight 
of natural sciences here was always high and the Russian intelli-
gentsia’s belief in the power of objective knowledge was compara-
ble only with their belief in the power of the word. Until the early 
twentieth century, the culture of intelligentsia informal network-
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
ical opposition to the regime, had compensated for the absence of 
a modern-type party and civic participatory politics.28 The democ-
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
forms of its production and consumption, which in the European 
context are often interpreted as attributes of bourgeois culture, in 
Russia had more to do with the culture of ideological intelligen-
tsia-driven self-mobilization. This likely explains why “anthropo-
logical exhibitions,” though formally successful with the public, 
eventually proved to be less crucial for the development of Rus-
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sian anthropology than the activities of anthropological societies 
connected into a network, the circulation of ???, the systematic 
organization of anthropological sections at major professional and 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
eral press, and other forms of more or less traditional intelligen-
tsia “politics.”
 Exhibition as a form of representation of anthropological knowl-
????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????? ??-
sian anthropology wholeheartedly belonged.29 It was also a part of 
European bourgeois modernity, a form of “Victorian cultural ide-
ology,” as George Stocking called it.30 As such, anthropological ex-
hibitions provided visual proof that European civilization, cultural 
norms, and moral values embodied the highest point of evolution, 
the triumph of rationality over nature.31? ?????????????????????????
for universalizing narratives representing humanity happily coin-
cided with the turn-of-the-century mass cultural desires and pho-
bias. Exhibitions were, so to speak, spaces of direct communica-
tion between the new sciences and the broader public. The format 
of such communication allowed the function of expert authority 
and control (which revealed itself through the formulation of the 
principles of organization of expositions, the selection of artifacts, 
and the arrangement of their display) to combine with the democ-
ratizing function of making the language of culture and civilization 
accessible to the masses and, eventually, open to further interpre-
tations. It seems, however, that Russian experts themselves were 
not in full agreement over the logic and scope of their authoritative 
civilization narrative, while the “broader” Russian public was lit-
erally too “broad” and diverse to constitute the ideal “bourgeois” 
consumer of new knowledge. In addition, large-scale exhibitions 
comparable in scope to European exhibitions and fairs could not 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
state, which itself had no unambiguous vision of its civilizing role 
in the empire.
? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 
?????? exhibition initiative. Anatolii Bogdanov conceived the idea 
of the Russian anthropological exhibition based on his impression 
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of the Crystal Palace exhibition (Great Exhibition of the Works of 
Industry of All Continents), which took place in London’s Hyde 
Park from May 1 to October 15, 1851.32 The young Russian zoologist 
and craniologist visited it in 1859, after the structure of the “crystal 
palace” and the exhibition had been moved to Sydenham in south-
ern London. He noticed the disappointing absence of the Russian 
empire from the exhibition’s narrative: Russia’s cultural achieve-
ments were not represented there, and her “primitive” peoples were 
equally absent from the anthropological display.33
 Bogdanov’s own project of the exhibition, elaborated in 1864, 
took as a model the Anthropological Section of the Crystal Pal-
ace exhibition, yet the main emphasis was on representing “Rus-
sian tribes” as a part of global human racial diversity. To this end, 
Bogdanov planned to display copies of the mannequins from the 
Crystal Palace.34 These plans failed because of technical obstacles 
and problems with reproducing the powerful civilization narra-
tive of the London exhibition in Russia. The anthropological nar-
rative of the Crystal Palace was structured not evolutionarily but 
geographically,35 which meant that “primitive” races and “primi-
tive” cultures were exhibited in their natural geographic environ-
ments, while Europeans were entirely exempt from this context. 
For the Russian team of scientists, the transfer of the British co-
lonial model presented a double challenge. First, the initial idea 
to demonstrate global anthropological diversity failed. Therefore, 
they decided to “scale down” the representation of worldwide hu-
man diversity to a presentation of the Russian empire as a micro-
cosm.36 This decision raised the second problem of differentiating 
the Russian “microcosm” on the British model, into the normative 
metropole and exotic peripheries. It turned out to be a big prob-
lem to withdraw from the display of the human microcosm of the 
Russian empire the physical type and ethnographic culture of the 
ethnic Russians who lived alongside and amid imperial inorodtsy. 
To further complicate the task of emulating the British example, a 
group of pan-Slavist intellectuals proposed to include in the same 
exhibition the types and artifacts representing the Slavs of Eastern 
Europe, and this initiative was supported by the Russian author-
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ities. As a result, the Russian imperial microcosm as reconstruct-
ed for the exhibition by the “European science” of anthropology 
did not resemble the normative European model of self-represen-
tation of the imperial metropole as a stronghold of civilization.
 For Bogdanov and his colleagues, ideological considerations were 
of secondary importance. Their primary motivation in organizing 
??????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????? ??-
sian racial types. They displayed skulls and brains in formalin, but 
these artifacts were obviously not particularly appealing to the gen-
eral public they wished to attract to anthropology. So they decid-
ed that mannequins dressed in authentic ethnographic costumes 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
cordance with European practice of the day, photography was cho-
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
for the exhibition.37 As long as it concerned the representation of 
??????????????????????? ???????????? ???????? ??????????????????
represented the human diversity of the empire. However, the very 
same approach was a failure from the perspective of all versions 
of political imagination centered on Russians and their role in the 
empire and in pan-Slavic protonationalist mobilization. In his case 
study of the Moscow Ethnographic Exhibition of 1867, Nathaniel 
Knight quotes disappointed politicians, ethnographers, and intelli-
gentsia ideologists who complained that the Exhibition made Rus-
sians aware of the diversity of their empire but failed to establish 
the objective grounds for the civilizing role (or even supremacy) of 
???? ????????? ???????????????????? ??????? ????????????????????????
“realism,” which, in his view, covered for the typical Russian incli-
nation toward self-abasement. “We stop in perplexity before these 
faces without any expression and meaning. How can it be? There 
are none, indeed, not a single beautiful female face out of at least 
thirty female types assembled here, nothing except for some pro-
truding eyes and potato-like noses! There is nothing except for a 
crude grotesque in some male representatives of this tribe, which 
had created [our] mighty state!”38
 The emperor, Alexander II, who generally liked the display of 
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his empire, remarked that the faces of the Great Russian women 
“could have been more beautiful, had a more rigorous selection 
been implemented.”39
? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????-
bition was Turkestan governor-general Konstantin Kaufman, who 
would prefer not to see Russians on display in any form. Instead, 
he was interested in the anthropology and ethnography of the im-
perial inorodtsy whose representation would show the Russian 
??????????????????????????????40 He was impressed by the Turke-
stan collections at the exhibition and offered his support for colo-
nial anthropology. Kaufman valued modern science for its expected 
role in overcoming “backwardness” and introducing “constructive 
cultural, economic, and political ideals and behavior.”41 In other 
words, he appreciated anthropological knowledge as instrumental 
in spreading culture and civilization in Russian Turkestan. Indeed, 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
by Bogdanov’s student and associate, a twenty-four-year-old secre-
tary of the Anthropological Division of ??????, Aleksei Pavlovich 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????
three Central Asian skulls (thirteen of them with full skeletons) 
acquired at Muslim cemeteries in Samarkand “in spite of great dif-
??????????42??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
stealing skeletons or by hiring locals who did this dirty work for 
the anthropologist. Skeletons were valued as the most convenient 
objects for anthropometric measurements: to measure live people, 
a scholar needed their consent; in addition, “cultural” factors, such 
as subcutaneous fat, impeded the accuracy of measurements.43
? ???????????????????????? exhibition taught Russian anthropol-
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
a new science and substantiated anthropology’s claim for formal 
academic recognition. It was attended by 83,000 visitors over the 
????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????-
manent ethnographic museum.44 At the same time, it made appar-
ent that the very format of a mass visual representation of the new 
knowledge in Russia was a subject of serious debates and that a di-
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rect transfer of western colonial models could generate both meth-
odological and practical problems. The buzz around the exhibition 
of 1867 also revealed the danger of overt politicization of anthro-
pology. To counter the latter threat, the Moscow scholars adopted 
?? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
pology and a more reserved stance vis-à-vis both the “authorities” 
and the “broader public.” Instead, the Moscow-centered pioneers 
of Russian anthropology embarked on the intensive building and 
expansion of an expert network of a narrower but more educated 
and likeminded public, on the readily available model of self-mo-
bilization of intelligentsia.
 The Russian anthropological exhibit at the third Paris World’s 
Fair (Exposition Universelle) of 1878 was already demonstratively 
apolitical: it represented neither empire as a microcosm nor Slav-
ic unity or a Russian civilizing role, but a science of anthropology. 
It featured a number of sections corresponding to the following 
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
(featuring busts, masks, skulls, hair samples, etc.); prehistoric ar-
chaeology (demonstrating archaeological artifacts); European eth-
nography (displaying maps, photos, drawings); medical geography 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
etc.); and anthropological education.
 A year later, a large Anthropological Exhibition took place in 
Moscow, accompanying the international anthropological congress. 
???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????? 
colonial-civilizational narratives, but overall, as Knight wrote, “com-
pared to the Slavic spectacle of 1867,” the events of 1879 were “strict-
ly apolitical” and designed to attract the leading representatives of 
European anthropology.45 The main organizational principles of 
the Moscow Anthropological Exhibition of 1879 were evolutionism 
and universalism. This time, the organizers of the exhibition suc-
ceeded in putting on display artifacts from all over the world, ar-
ranged so as to demonstrate universal evolutionary progress. Live 
people representing different groups of the non-Russian popula-
tion dressed in ethnic costumes demonstrated the human variety 
of the Russian empire. While the very idea of displaying live “ab-
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1. Anthropological exhibition of 1879. Model of a mammoth. From 
?????????????????????????????????????? [?????????? ????, vol. 35, part 2: ??????
??????????????????????????, vol. 5], 12.
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2. Anthropological exhibition of 1879: Lapps. From ????????????????????
??????????????????, 110.
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origines” was manipulative and truly “colonial” in its essence, in 
the worldwide context of the exhibition they were perceived not so 
much as subaltern “others” of the Russian empire but rather as rep-
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????
 This exhibition proved to be a huge success—it was attended 
by close to 90,000 visitors46—and it brought ?????? internation-
???????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????
formulated their own agenda of anthropological study of the Rus-
sian empire as a modernizing undertaking in the country open to 
????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????? ??????-
portant discoveries. The exhibition promoted the image of Russia 
as the only country on the European continent that allowed the 
combining of the anthropology of “national self-cognition”47 with 
the anthropology of population diversity and cross-cultural inter-
action. This became a very important self-legitimizing thesis for 
Russian anthropologists of all generations, useful both for internal 
and external “consumption.” Referring to this thesis and further 
mythologizing it, the Moscow anthropologist Aleksei Ivanovskii on 
the pages of ??? quoted the famous German anthropologist Ru-
dolf Virchow (1821–1902) as presumably saying that the progress 
of anthropology as a science depended on Russia, which held the 
keys to major questions of European race science.48
 While constructing a new dynamic and adaptive model of their 
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
network of experts, Russian Moscow-oriented anthropologists rou-
tinely complained about the conservatism of the Russian univer-
sity system, which did not want to integrate their discipline, and 
the lack of support from the Ministry of Education. Despite these 
complaints regularly voiced in the pages of ???, the journal re-
ceived an annual subsidy of 400 rubles from the ministry. The 
Russian Anthropological Society of St. Petersburg University, de-
monstratively much more loyal to the state, was denied even this. 
The society’s members continuously petitioned the ministry for a 
subvention, but with no success.49 On the other hand, in 1904 the 
minister of education circulated a letter to all overseers of educa-
tional districts (the empire was divided into such districts struc-
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tured around major universities) in which he recommended that 
all school libraries subscribe to ???.50 This was the minister’s re-
action to Anuchin’s lobbying for ?????????????????????????51 Thus 
the state did support, though on a very modest scale, at least the 
Moscow anthropology, which, curiously, behaved much more in-
dependently and was in general much less loyal to the imperial re-
gime than other Russian anthropological “schools.” Still, Moscow 
anthropologists and many readers of and contributors to ??? from 
???????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
was underappreciated, that Russia as a modernizing country was 
in critical need of anthropological knowledge, and the lack of of-
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
imperial regime.
? ???????????? ??????????????????????? ??? ???????????????????????
academia received specialized anthropological training in Europe, 
mostly in France and Germany. They were returning to Russia full 
of hopes and plans but encountered restrictions that hampered the 
large-scale normalization of their most modern science. They used 
this situation in inter-academic politics, claiming their scholarly 
superiority over their better-integrated colleagues who represent-
ed “old” sciences. In their polemical ardor they tended to idealize 
the degree of European anthropology’s institutionalization. In re-
ality, German anthropology of the turn of the century (so idealized 
by Russian anthropologists) existed mostly as a network of muse-
ums and learned societies, among which the Berlin Gesellschaft 
für Anthropologie, Ethnologie, und Urgeschichte played the lead-
ing role.52 The structure of German anthropology closely resembled 
the network of Russian anthropology with the ?????? Anthropo-
logical Division at its top. As if reproducing the social dynamics 
of Russian race science, German anthropology functioned as an 
“autonomous public forum” in which the leading role of universi-
ty professors was balanced by the active participation of medical 
doctors, teachers, and different kinds of entrepreneurs. In Germa-
ny, as in Russia, anthropology counted more on popular enthusi-
asm and private capitals than on state support.53
? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
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ed its “beginnings in a self-consciously polycentric nation where 
municipal and regional support was critical for the success of lo-
cal universities and the rise of the German sciences,”54 a similar 
structure of Russian anthropology was an alternative form of all-
imperial self-mobilization of intellectuals in a country where mu-
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
was minimal. Thus the real difference between the European and 
Russian patterns of institutionalization and social settings of an-
thropology lay not in their hybrid character, more or less univer-
sal for all European countries, but in the existence in Russia of a 
readily available tradition of intelligentsia self-mobilization, with 
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????-
itics, and anthropology as a network had absorbed this opposi-
tional ethos. The “lovers” of race science, as a rule, did not share 
the radical populism characteristic of Russian ethnographers and 
imperialist enthusiasm that often characterized Russian geogra-
phers/explorers.55 Rather, they brought into the new science the 
tropes of the liberal political critique of traditional university ed-
ucation, the dualism of “progressive” vs. “conservative,” modern-
ization philosophy, and the acute perception of Russian backward-
ness. In this progessivist discourse, anthropology was a litmus test 
of the country’s structural backwardness. In the words of the an-
thropologist Dmitrii Nikol’skii, in Russia, “due to special condi-
tions, both in public domain and on the state level, backwardness 
is apparent everywhere, including the situation in anthropology.”56
 More anthropology meant less backwardness, and vice versa. 
Such a perception stimulated the development of anthropology 
both as a science and as a public network.
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